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Slide 1: Unified Regime of Japan and Christianity 

Why Japan's Unified Regime Banned Christianity? 

In the previous studies, some historians have argued that Catholic 

Christianity, with the Pope at its peak, is a monotheistic religion, and it was 

regarded the one against the authority of the Japanese Unified Regime after 

the long-lasted War Period.  

             In my recent papers, I explain that Japanese Christianity was quite 

different from European Christianity, and also pointed out that the reasons 

for its prohibition were based on more practical motives: to prevent the 

invasion of the Iberian powers (specifically, of the Spanish Empire) and to 

prevent rebellions by forces connected by the faith. 

 

Slide 2: The Official Bans against Christianity 

In 1587, Toyotomi Hideyoshi promulgated the decree banning the 

Christianity (Catholic missionaries). Then, the Jesuits' stay limited in the city 

of Nagasaki was permitted. The decree was not very strict, and under 

Hideyoshi's regime, many people, including his subjects, converted to 

Christianity. 

                 In 1600, Tokugawa Ieyasu, after winning the war against the Toyotomi 

regime, lifted the ban on Christianity. From 1600 to 1612, there was very 

few Christian persecution and many new mendicant friars arrived from the 

Spanish Philippines. 

Shogun Ieyasu attached great importance to diplomacy and commerce 

with the Spanish Empire, especially Philippines and Mexico. At the same 

time, however, he feared the possibility of invasion by the Spanish forces. 

In 1612, Tokugawa Ieyasu decides to ban Christianity and deport 

missionaries. 

 

Slide３: Before the 17th Century : Oda Nobunaga 

Japan in the 16th century was the Warring States Period. Lords of various 

regions fought each other for territorial expansions. 

                In 1573, Oda Nobunaga, a small lord of the middle part of the mainland 

Japan, completed the subjugation of forces near the capital Kyoto. 

  Around Kyoto, the war was over. The war period still continued in the 



Tohoku region, western part of the mainland, and Kyushu island.        

Oda Nobunaga protected Christian missionaries in order to reduce the 

influence and financial power of native Buddhist forces. 

 

Slide 4: Missionary Work in Japan by the Europeans 

In the 1550s, after Francis Xavier's arrival in Japan (1549), Jesuit 

missionary work in Japan began in earnest; between 1549 and 1643, some 

320 European missionaries came to Japan: around 180 Jesuits, 140 mendicant 

friars (Franciscans, Dominicans, Augustinians). 

Missionary work in Japan by the mendicant friars began in earnest after 

1600. The mendicant friars, unlike the Jesuits, had fairly deep connections to 

the ambitious invasion plans of the Spanish Empire. 

 

Slide 5 - Protection by Lords 

           The Jesuits were successful in converting several lords of Kyushu island 

to Christianity. The largest of these lords was Otomo Sorin, who ruled the 

major part of the north Kyushu. 

               In his capital Bungo Funai, a Jesuit monastery was located, and it was 

called Kentokuji-Temple. Otomo Sorin granted the Jesuits a fief beside the 

port of Hakata, the largest trading port in Japan. In medieval Japan, it was 

common for lords to donate land to Buddhist temples as to sustain their living 

expenses. 

 

Slide 6: Development of Nagasaki as a Port Town 

Jesuits were deeply involved as intermediaries in the trade of Portuguese 

coming to Japan from Macao. For trading ships, the west coast facing the East 

China Sea is more convenient than the east coast of Kyushu. 

               In 1563, Jesuits succeeded in converting Omura Sumitada, a lord who 

owned Nagasaki (it was a small fishing village), to Christianity. The 

motivation for the warring feudal lords of Kyushu to join Christianity was 

basically to obtain large quantities of imported military supplies; material for 

gunpowder (saltpeter), lead, and firearms brought by Portuguese ships. 

 

Slide 7: Mass Conversion by the Converted Lords 

              When lords converted to Christianity, Buddhist temples in their territories 

were remodeled into Christian churches. Although previous studies 

believed that Buddhist temples were destroyed, my research shows that 

most Buddhist temples became Christian churches, and Buddhist monks 

either left the temple or remained in the church and led the religious life of 



the congregation. This office was called as cambos. 

 

Slide8: The Importance of Former Buddhist Monk Preachers 

It was not easy to teach Christianity to new Christians in Japan who did 

not know European civilization as their own experience. Actually, European 

missionaries could hardly speak Japanese. The doctrine was taught by 

European missionaries to Japanese who had learned Portuguese language, 

and they taught it to the "ex-Buddhist monk" preachers who were actually 

engaged in teaching Christian followers. 

 

Slide 9:  Structural drawing 

 

Slide 10: Identity of European Missionaries 

            Except for a few very important figures, the religious background of 

individual European missionaries has never been studied. 

              Recently I have noticed that the Portuguese missionaries who engaged in 

missionary work in Japan include many who were originally merchants and 

sailors in the Portuguese India. Among them were not a few new Christians 

(converted Jews) who had fled from the Iberian Peninsula expecting new 

frontiers. 

 

Slide 11: The City of New Christians: Macao 

       Letters of Fernand Menezes 

 

Slide 12: Pedro Gomes, a Converted Jew, Vice Provincial of Japan 

              He was born in Malaga, Spain. He was a well-known scholar of Liberal 

Arts and Astronomy in Spain and Portugal, but because he was known to be 

a converso, his career in Europe was limited and he decided to become a 

missionary to the Orient. 

              As a chief administrator of Jesuit Japan Province, he emphasized the 

formation of Japanese priests and established a mechanism for the formation 

of Japanese clergy. 

 

Slide 13: Duarte de Sande, the First Rector of the Jesuit Colegio in Macao 

              Like Pedro Gomes, he led the formation of Japanese priests in Macao. He 

was a well-known humanist in Portugal, but was discriminated against 

because of his family identity. He was instrumental in getting Japanese boys 

known as the Tensho Boys' Mission to Europe to become priests. 

 



Slide 14: Reconciliation between Catholic Missionaries and Portuguese 

Merchants 

           How would the bond between the Jesuits and the converted Jewish 

merchants have been created? 

      1. a network based on blood and place of origin of converted Jews that existed 

both within the Jesuits and across merchant groups. 

      2. converso merchants were contributors with large sums of money to support 

the Jesuits' missionary work in China and Japan. 

 

Slide 15: Relativized Christianity/Summary 

⚫ The European missionaries, who did not originally came from a Christian 

religious or cultural background and whose own families converted from 

Judaism to Christianity, might have a third-party viewpoint on 

Christianity. Natural existence of perspectives that makes Christianity 

relative. 

⚫ The presence of Japanese preachers who were originally Buddhist monks. 

⚫ When we accept something that is not self-evident or natural, there is a 

great need to devise a way to make it acceptable. 

⚫ The several levels of filtering were necessary to be understood by nature, 

and the logic that "justifies" it. Adaptationism/accommodatio in Japan is 

known to be introduced by an Italian Jesuit Alessandro Valignano, but 

Jerónimo Nadal, a former Jewish Jesuit theologian in the Colegio Romano  

functioned to theologically "justify" the process of overcoming the 

various "cultural differences" that might arise in the missionary field in 

the “new lands.”  

⚫ The theologists of the Salamanca School succeeded Nadal’s work and 

went on to lay the foundations of the way of thinking continuing to 

"cultural relativism". 

⚫ The world-historical impact of the "Inquisition" that arose in the Iberian 

Peninsula is an issue that deserves more light. 

 

A paper on this subject can be downloaded from my research site. 

https://researchmap.jp/read0066505/published_papers/32849967 

My paper is also included in the forthcoming Cambridge History of Japan  

vol. 1 
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